HWSy Intelligence
Officers

Overview of new Intelligence Officer role in the
First Quarter.

Intelligence Officer Post Update
Rationale for creation of Intelligence
Officer Post as part of 2019 restructure:

Intelligence Officer – The First Quarter:

1.

Recognition that although we collect thousands
of useable experiences, we do not always make
maximum use of these in external influencing.

2.

Recognition that there was to some degree a silo- 2.
effect in the staff team with engagement staff,
database staff, project staff and volunteer staff
not always working as one.

3.

Recognition that many in the staff team were not 3.
close to the insight held on the database.

4.

Recognition that with the changing architecture
of the ICS/ICPs we need to be flexible and make
best use of Volunteer Teams in extending our
presence across the system

5.

Recognition that we need to build closer
relationships with our hospitals and other trusts
– key to getting outcomes.

1.

Reviewed the Escalations, Sharing and Reporting
process
Whole team inputs soft intel to the weekly/
monthly reports. Project Officer writes monthly
bulletin based on intel team weekly
analysis. Working with Engagement team to meet
with acute providers.
Weekly intel reports for the team to ensure
better informed. Updates at team meetings.

4.

…developing plans within our WWH schedule

5.

We’ve reviewed relationships and re-established
meetings with acute providers.

Key aims in the creation of the
Intelligence Officer Post
1.

2.

3.

Brings the CEO and staff team closer to the evidence
4.
and insight that we hold and positions the CEO as the
main point of interaction with our system partners
which provides a consistency and efficiency across the
system. Taking insight to meetings, such as JIG, has
helped us ‘earn our place’ at Surrey-wide boards. Our
insight is valued, particularly with the monthly bulletin. 5.
Ensures the CEO and team are well briefed and
prepared for meetings and can make best use of our
insight. Reading the papers in advance and providing
comment to inform those attending meetings. e.g
Quality and Performance Board
Build a small group of “research” volunteers who can
help us to analyse our insight and identify themes for
reporting. We currently hold a wealth of insight but do
not always have the capacity to make best use of it
with only one part time Research Officer. More
volunteer capacity would enable us to produce more
outputs. A work in progress, enlisted large group of
vols to check ALL Surrey GP websites. One of our
volunteers Alice has written up the analysis.

The role will also support volunteers in Community
Influencer roles by ensuring they are well briefed and
prepared. It will also ensure consistency of sharing our
insight across the system. Developing plans with
volunteers and Volunteer Officers in Q2
Works with the Data Quality Officer and the Research
Officer to support insight and Escalations – the aim
being to make best use our of our experiences.
Working in a collaborative way, to maximise value of
database insight e.g. DNAR theme.
Adapted to virtual working and responding
to Covid-19 pandemic
✓ Weekly Insight report for Team – moving
to bi-weekly.
✓ Monthly Insight report for team and
volunteers.
✓ Developed Monthly Insight Bulletin for
Stakeholders
✓ Continued to share insight with providers
and commissioners virtually

Review of sharing and escalating process:
We need an escalations and sharing process which can:

Identify
• Identify ConCs, Concerns, Clusters to be escalated

• Act quickly to escalate concerns.
Review and Evaluate regularly.

•

Insight is read and reviewed regularly for ConCs and Clusters by more than one person.

•

Insight is routinely shared and escalated.

•

Team are well briefed for meetings and are able to share what we’ve been hearing

•

Escalations are evaluated and sent with clear questions and expectations of a response.

Improve Responses.
• Aim to improve provider responses to escalations – improve response times and quality
of responses to escalations so we can secure a good outcome for those who share insight
with us.
Follow up to secure outcomes for local people.

ConCs, Clusters and Concerns:
• New guidelines have been developed to
support the team and partners to
identify ConCs as they are put onto the
system.
• ConCs can be sent via a fast track route
to the Escalations inbox as well as being
added to the database.
• Insight will be read and reviewed
regularly for ConCs and Clusters by
more than one person.

• Volunteers to help read and advise on
ways to escalate.
• Regular updates at the team meeting
and Escalations Panel regarding current
concerns.

• ConCs, Concerns and Clusters are logged on the
ConC tracker.
• Escalations Panel – review responses

Regular Reporting and Sharing:
Routine review and sharing of insight:
• Weekly review of insight and gathering
of non-database intelligence.
• Monthly Intelligence report is compiled
for the team, which reviews all our
insight across the whole of Surrey and
can pick up on emerging issues.
• Insight bulletins are regularly shared
with CQC, providers and
commissioners.
• In-depth insight reports are prepared
for What We’ve heard meetings.
“we will share this bulletin in our primary care bulletin out to all GP practices in Surrey as I think there is some good common
learning in it for all of us” – Dr Canniff Clinical Chair of Surrey Heartlands CCG
“The feedback on GP is positive and I hope that we can build on this with you as we start to look at gaining more stakeholder
feedback” Nikki Mallinder Associate Director of Primary care SH CCG

Sharing Insight: What We’ve Heard meetings.
Surrey Wide WWH meetings:
• CQC - Quarterly
• Adult Social Care – Quarterly
• Surrey and Borders Partnership – 6
Monthly
• Surrey Heartlands CCG Primary Care –
6 Monthly
• Public Health – 6 monthly

*New* Acute
Provider Meetings
• WWH RSCH (OCT)
• WWH SASH (OCT)
• ASP PMEG (July)

ICPs
• We have been meeting with Surrey Heath at place quarterly.
Keen to continue.
• G&W CCG now G&W ICP – we have been meeting quarterly.
Attendees keen to continue as ICP. Meetings will resume soon.

• CRESH, Surrey Downs ICP and NWS ICP – we’ve begun
discussing with Surrey Heartlands Patient Engagement team.
• We are now sitting on the CRESH ICP board.

Challenges
• Consider volume of experiences and our
new processes.
• Involving volunteers more and
utilising their expertise.
• Developing a team of volunteers to
support Intelligence reviews, sharing and
escalations.
• Continuing to navigate the ever
changing system architecture.
• ConCs: Receiving a full ‘reasonable
response’ and reporting an outcome.
• WWHs: Challenges in meeting with ICPs
where we do not already have an
established contact.
• Covering the Frimley Patch
• PCNs!!

Future plans
• Looking to build relationships at ICP level
and in Children’s Services.
• Continuing our relationships at Surrey
Heartlands with patient experience and
quality teams.
• Developing acute relationships further
(on our terms!).
• Working closely with volunteers
• Will be developing reporting process
further, to tie in WWH meetings and
Engagement strategy.

